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During memory formation, the hippocampus is presumed to represent the “content” of stimuli, 
but how it does so is unknown. Using computational modelling and human single-neuron 
recordings, we show that the more precisely hippocampal spiking variability tracks the 
composite features that comprise each individual stimulus, the better those stimuli are later 
remembered. We propose that moment-to-moment spiking variability may provide a new 
window into how the hippocampus constructs memories from the building blocks of our 
sensory world.           
 
Prior to memory formation, visual stimulus properties are encoded along the ventral visual pathway (1, 
2). Neural selectivity is thought to shift from low-level image properties towards more composite features 
as information propagates from visual cortex to the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (3). In the hippocampus, 
a high-level end point along this pathway, a variety of visual features are believed to be transformed 
into conjunct representations during memory encoding (4–6), but what granularity of information can be 
conjuncted by the hippocampus is not clear. Beyond the behavioural relevance of basic sensory 
encoding in cortex (5, 6), it is plausible that sensory features also need to be directly accessible to the 
hippocampus to enable the formation of conjunctive representations (7, 8). Given the absence of direct 
visuo-cortical afferents to hippocampal areas (1, 3), it is plausible that hippocampus may preferably 
track more composite rather than simpler features to form conjunctive representations (3). However, 
the tracking of simpler visual features in hippocampus may nevertheless also be crucial for the formation 
of detailed memory traces (5–7). Such a direct comparison of the types of visual “building blocks” 
required for hippocampal memory encoding has not yet been made. One primary challenge in probing 
this fundamental question is that tailored experimental approaches that can separate simple and 
composite sensory features have not been leveraged. We argue that the architecture of multi-layer 
computational vision models can be used to differentiate between simple and composite visual features 
of any stimulus a participant may encode (see below), in turn permitting direct testing of the sensory 
feature space the hippocampus leverages during memory formation. But what signature of hippocampal 
activity should track differential visual features in this context?  
 
In recent years, the moment-to-moment variability of neural activity has emerged as a behaviourally 
relevant measure that offers substantial insights beyond conventional approaches such as average 
brain activity (9). The processing of different visual features indeed uniquely impacts single-neuron 
spiking variability in visual cortex (10, 11). Remarkably, individuals who exhibit increased visuo-cortical 
BOLD fMRI variability in response to more feature-rich stimuli also display superior cognitive 
performance (12). Such dynamic responsivity in visual cortex presumably captures differential 
perceptual information (13), requiring neurons to respond variably depending on what visual input is 
being processed (11). However, it is unknown whether more differentiated visual input also results in 
variable hippocampal activity during memory formation, and if individual differences therein might 
account for one’s level of memory performance. We posit that individuals with stronger trial-by-trial 
coupling between hippocampal variability and the content of visual input should also exhibit superior 
memory, providing evidence that visual features have successfully been encoded by the hippocampus 
during memory formation.  
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Fig. 1: Estimating latent coupling between image features and hippocampal spike entropy. A: Recording 
sites of depth electrodes for all participants with available probe coordinates. Hippocampus sites in red, amygdala 
sites in blue (top: x = –21, middle: y = –19, bottom: z = –17).  B: VGG16 (trained on Imagenet) was used to predict 
activation maps at five layers of varying depth (max pooling layers 1–5) for images previously shown to participants 
at encoding, resulting in feature-wise activation maps. The mean across layer-wise features is shown for two 
example images and max pooling layers 1, 3, and 5. We extracted three summary metrics per layer and feature 
(sum, standard deviation, number of non-zero elements) before subjecting each layer-wise summary matrix (# 
images * # features) to a principal component analysis (PCA). In all further analyses, we relied on the first 
component score of each image, layer, and summary metric. C: Spike entropy was calculated per neuron and trial 
based on the first second of image encoding (for all neurons with PE > .0001 and trials with > 1/3 of neurons 
spiking). In brief, permutation entropy works by transforming signals into patterns (here: length = 3) and counting 
these patterns before calculating the Shannon entropy of the pattern distribution. D: Within-person correlations 
were computed by decomposing the rank-correlation matrix of trial-wise spike PE (per neuron) and image feature 
metrics using partial least squares (PLS). Singular value decomposition (SVD) of the rank-correlation matrix results 
in neural and stimulus weights per latent variable (LV). The weights of the first LV (first column outlined in black) 
were used to reduce the dimensionality of neural and feature matrices into scores for each trial. The rank correlation 
between both weighted variables represents the latent estimate of across-trial coupling between image features 
and hippocampus spike PE (right-most panel). Panels in D show data from a single subject in our sample. 
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Here, we analyse single-neuron hippocampal recordings from 34 human patients (Fig 1A) during a 
visual encoding and recognition memory task. All neural analysis was done on the single subject level 
based on simultaneously recorded neurons (12±11 hippocampal neurons per individual and session, 
total N = 411). We only included high-quality, well isolated units that satisfied all spike sorting quality 
metrics (14). To estimate simple and composite visual features of the images participants saw at 
encoding, we employed two computational vision models, HMAX and VGG16 (Fig 1B) (15, 16). We 
measured the variability (entropy) of single-neuron hippocampal activity (Fig 1C) on every trial during 
encoding (17). We then estimate the relationship between different image features and hippocampal 
spike variability using within-participant latent modelling (18) (Fig 1D). Finally, we tested whether 
stronger coupling between visual features and hippocampus spike modulation yields better memory 
performance, and examine whether simple or composite visual features are most crucial in this context. 
 
First, we estimated individual trial-level coupling between encoding spike entropy and layer-wise image 
feature metrics via partial least squares (PLS) (see Fig 1D and Methods for details). Image feature 
metrics consisted of principal components capturing the spatial sum, standard deviation (SD), and 
number of non-zero entries per activation map and layer (based on HMAX and VGG16; see Methods 
for details). Fig 2A depicts within- and across-layer stimulus weights for each subject, highlighting wide 
individual differences in the relative importance of image features in coupling to hippocampal spike 
variability. We also revealed significant individual correlations of hippocampal spike entropy for early as 
well as late-layer features in individual subjects (Fig 2B). For detailed patterns of model-wise feature 
weights, please see Supplements (Fig S2). Individual late-layer coupling estimates were significantly 

Fig. 2: Coupling of hippocampus spike entropy to image features. A: Feature- and layer wise absolute 
stimulus weights for early layer (left) and late layer models (right), both based on the same hippocampal spiking 
data. Raincloud plots (38) contain participant wise estimates (single dots), densities, and grand averages (circled 
big dots, connected by black lines). B: Absolute latent correlation estimates (Spearman) including 95% 
bootstrapped confidence intervals resulting from individual PLS models estimating hippocampal spike PE 
coupling to late (purple) and early-layer image features (yellow). Each dot represents one participant. The 
stronger coupling of hippocampal spike PE to late-layer than early-layer image features (z = 2.9, p = .004) 
illustrates the relative preference of hippocampal neurons for the representation of composite features. C: Positive 
between-subject correlation between hippocampal spike PE coupling to late and early-layer visual features, 
illustrating stable individual coupling to image features overall. Dots represent participants. 
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higher than early-layer coupling estimates (Wilcoxon z33 = 2.9, p = .004). Additionally, both were 
substantially correlated (rho = .59, p = .0004; Fig 2C). Hence, the entropy of trial-wise hippocampus 
spike entropy during encoding was coupled to simple as well as composite features of images 
presented during encoding, with stronger coupling to more composite (late-layer) features. 
 
We then tested the relevance of individual spike-to-image feature coupling at encoding to later 
recognition memory performance (where performance = principal component score capturing various 
measures of accuracy (mean = .73), dprime (mean = 1.4), and confidence (mean = 2.5 out of 3; see 
Fig 3 and Methods)). We also contrasted the predictive power of hippocampal spike PE-to-image 

Fig. 3: Coupling of hippocampus spike entropy to late-layer image features specifically predicts memory 
performance. A: Zero-order eta estimates for early-layer, late-layer, and all-layer coupling vs. performance (left, 
bar graphs including bootstrapped 95% CI). Recognition performance was captured by a principal component 
score that combined accuracy, dprime, and confidence. Note that criterion was not related to spike PE coupling 
(Fig S3), represents bias rather than performance, is very weakly correlated with all performance measures (see 
Methods), and was hence omitted in this case. Zero-order relationship between hippocampal spike coupling 
estimates (individual latent correlations) and recognition performance (principal component capturing accuracy, 
dprime, and confidence) for early-layer models (middle) and late layer models (right). All correlations are non-
parametric (Spearman). B: Unique links of hippocampal spike coupling to late-layer features after controlling for 
coupling to early-layer features (left), coupling of spike rate to late-layer features (middle), and a set of other 
potential between-subject confounds (number of neurons and trials, task variant, encoding duration, age; right). 
C: Effects are specific to the hippocampus. Coupling of amygdala spike entropy to either early-layer (left) nor 
late-layer features (middle) did not predict recognition performance. Finally, controlling for amygdala spike PE 
coupling to late-layer features did not reduce the link of hippocampus late-layer coupling to performance (right).  
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feature coupling using early, late, or all computational vision model layers. This way, we sought to unfold 
their relative importance for the translation of visual features into reliable memory traces during 
encoding. Later memory performance was positively correlated with the coupling of hippocampal spike 
variability during encoding to image features for early-layers (Fig 3a, h = .32, t31 = 1.9, p = .07) and all 
layers (h= .42, t31 = 2.6, p = .01), but most strongly so for late-layers (h = .54, t31 = 3.7, p < .001). See 
also Fig S3 for behavioural variable-specific distributions and model results. Importantly, the 
relationship for late layers remained after controlling for the coupling of hippocampal spike variability to 
early layers (Fig 3b, hpartial = .45, t31 = 2.8, p = .01), and all layers (hpartial = .38, t31 = 2.3, p = .03). In 
reverse, early-layer coupling (hpartial = –.02, t31 = .1, p = .90) and all-layer coupling (hpartial = –.11, t31 = 
.6, p = .6) did not predict memory performance once controlled for late-layer coupling. Furthermore, 
coupling estimates from a latent model that linked trial-wise spike rates (instead of spike PE) to late-
layer image features also could not account for the link between spike PE to late-layer coupling and 
memory performance (hpartial = .39, t30 = 2.4, p = .02), nor could an additional set of potential confounds 
(number of trials and neurons, task variant, duration of encoding, age; hpartial = .64, t28 = 4.4, p < .001). 
In sum, individuals who displayed a tighter coupling between hippocampal spiking variability and 
composite visual features during encoding later exhibited better memory for those encoded images. 
The dominance of this late-layer specific relationship (relative to early-layer features and other controls) 
suggests that the hippocampus may indeed encode more composite stimulus features as a central 
predeterminant of successful memory formation. 
 
Finally, given the potential for memory- and visually-sensitive neurons in the amygdala (14, 19), we 
repeated all analyses above for neurons recorded in the amygdala within the same group of patients 
(17±10 amygdala neurons per individual and session, total N = 507). Unlike for hippocampal neurons, 
the coupling of amygdala spike entropy to visual features was not significantly predictive of memory 
performance (Fig 3c; all ps > .4). Also, controlling for amygdala coupling had minimal impact on the 
coupling between hippocampal PE and late-layer image features (Fig 3c, hpartial = .57, t31 = 3.6, p = 
.001). These results speak to the anatomical specificity of a coupling between visual features and neural 
dynamics that might trace back to the extraction and conjunction of composite information achieved by 
a diverse set of neurons in the hippocampus specifically.  
 
Collectively, these results represent first evidence that intra-individual coupling between hippocampal 
spiking variability and image features during encoding is crucial for the successful formation of 
memories (19). Importantly, within individuals, hippocampal spike entropy was coupled more strongly 
to composite than to simple sensory features (Fig 2b), and this late-layer hippocampal spike coupling 
dominantly predicted memory performance up to 30 minutes later (Fig 3). These results not only support 
a ventral representational hierarchy that increases in feature aggregation and composition from visual 
cortex to hippocampus, but also provide evidence for the intra- and inter-individual behavioural 
relevance of such hierarchical neural processing (20). Our findings of more limited (but still present) 
behavioural relevance of early-layer features suggest a hierarchy in which the hippocampus 
downweighs simple features without discarding them entirely (2). Based on composite features, the 
hippocampus might be able to generate conjunct information by combining sensory, object, and 
relational aspects into a rich and generalizable memory trace (2, 5). The absence of memory-relevant 
spike variability coupling in the amygdala, despite this structure’s known role in memory formation (19) 
and direct afferents from visual cortical areas (21), highlights the unique role of the hippocampus as a 
dynamic conjunction hub of more aggregated visual input during memory formation. Additionally, that 
trial-level mapping between hippocampal spiking variability and visual content predicted memory 
formation success over and above standard spike rate (22) further buttresses a growing literature 
revealing the unique behavioural relevance of moment-to-moment fluctuations in brain activity (9). 
Indeed, we and others have argued that control processes may flexibly adapt neural variability (so-
called “meta-variability”) to meet the resource demands of a given task, thereby enabling optimal 
behaviour (9, 12, 23); here, we show that visual feature-driven meta-variability is required for memory 
success.  Although promising, the very idea of meta-variability requires new theories and tools that 
elucidate the behavioural relevance of within-trial temporal neural variability beyond typically used 
measures in neuroscience (e.g., the across-trial Fano factor) (9).    
 
Using our freely open and available methodological framework (see Methods), future research could 
test alternative models of “conjunctive” representations in hippocampus in a within-participant, across-
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trial manner. For example, one could test the presence of object category representations (24), or of 
any map-like representation spanning space (25), direction (26), or non-spatial relational maps (27) 
within and beyond the hippocampus or MTL (e.g., prefrontal cortex). Importantly, our approach permits 
the estimation of any joint space between neural activity on the one side and multivariate stimulus 
properties of any kind on the other, for each subject. Doing so allows the optimal expression of individual 
response profiles that can subsequently be compared across subjects in any desired context, 
regardless of recording specifics (e.g., exact cells, locations). Crucially, by decomposing this shared 
space between neural activity and stimulus features, one estimates a low dimensional representation 
of how neural responses represent stimulus properties of interest, an approach that is immediately 
complementary to recent large-scale efforts to summarize neural activity alone using dimensionality 
reduction techniques (28, 29).  
 
Overall, we propose that moment-to-moment spiking variability provides a novel window into how the 
hippocampus constructs memories from the building blocks of our visual world.   
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SUPPLEMENTS 
 

METHODS 
 
Sample and electrophysiology 
 
We re-analyzed human hippocampus and amygdala single neuron activity from a previously published 
dataset (14) of 42 patients (total number of sessions = 65) undergoing surgery for intractable epilepsy 
who performed an encoding and recognition memory task (see below). Electrodes were localized based 
on post-operative MRI images and locations were only chosen according to clinical criteria.  Protocols 
were approved by the institutional review boards of the Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Huntington 
Memorial Hospital and the California Institute of Technology. We analyzed the same single units that 
were isolated using spike sorting for an earlier release of this data set (14), and we focused on spikes 
fired within the first 1000 ms of stimulus presentation during the encoding phase of the task. 
 
Task 
 
Patients were first presented with images from five out of 10 possible categories (across task variants) 
during an encoding phase (1-2 sec; 100 trials) and performed an animacy judgement (animal vs. not; 
unlimited time to respond) on these images. After a 15–30-minute delay, they were presented with a 
set of images that contained both previously seen and novel images (50% each; 100 trials) and were 
asked to simultaneously judge images as old or new and provide a confidence rating (from 1- 
new/confident to 6 – old/confident). While further details on task, recordings, and basic performance 
can be found elsewhere (14, 30), it is important to note that we limited our analyses of neural activity to 
the first encoding session of n = 34 patients whose recordings included active hippocampus neurons 
(average neuron PE > .0001; 12±11 hippocampal neurons per individual and session, total N = 411). 
Memory performance was quantified using across-trial behavioural data from the corresponding 
recognition session, for which we focused on recognition accuracy, dprime, confidence, and 
confidence-weighted accuracy, while additionally including response criterion. We analyzed absolute 
confidence by collapsing across old and new decisions, resulting in confidence values of 1–3 (low to 
high confidence) that were averaged within participants and across trials. Of note, all primary results 
are based on a principal component score of performance which was generated via a PCA on all metrics 
but response criterion (eigenvalue = 2.8, standardized loadings = .89, .92, .92, .53] for accuracy, 
confidence-weighted accuracy, dprime, and confidence). Note that we did not include criterion in the 
PCA estimation because it represents response bias rather than performance and is weakly correlated 
with all other performance measures (avgcorr = .064, ranging from –.02-.13). Separate analyses for each 
performance metric can also be found in the supplemental material.  
 
Using computational vision models to estimate the content of stimuli participants were asked to encode 
 
With the goal of estimating image features at different levels of aggregation, from simple, orientation-
like features to more complex, composite features, we employed two different computational vision 
models, HMAX (15) and VGG16 (16). Both models are openly available and have previously been used 
to estimate image content at different aggregation levels (12, 31). 
 

HMAX 
 
The HMAX model is a biologically-inspired, feedforward model of the ventral visual stream that contains 
four hierarchical layers, S1, C1, S2, and C2 (15). S1 and C1 layers correspond to visuo-cortical areas 
V1/V2, whereas S2 and C2 correspond to V2/V4 (32). Within the first layer (S1) each unit is modeled 
with a different Gabor filter. These filters vary with respect to their orientation (HMAX defaults: -45°, 0°, 
45°, 90°) and their size, the n x n pixel neighborhood over which the filter is applied (sizes: [7:2:37]). 
The resulting activation map of the S1 layer contains the simple cell responses for every position within 
the input image. Next, each C1 unit receives the result of a maximization across a pool of simple S1 
units with the same preferred orientation but with (a) varying filter sizes and (b) at different positions 
(spatial pooling). We used 16 filter sizes at the first layer and maximized only across adjacent filter 
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sizes, resulting in 8 “scale bands”. In the following, S2 units merge inputs across C1 units within the 
same neighborhood and scale band, but across all four orientations. Importantly the response of S2 
units is calculated as the fit between input and a stored prototype. At the final layer (C2), a global 
maximum across positions and scales for each prototype is taken, fitting eight C1 neighborhoods 
[2:2:16] using 400 different prototype features (32). For all images seen by participants during encoding, 
we extracted estimates for C1 and C2 layers for further analysis of within-subject coupling between 
image features and spiking variability (see below). 

 
VGG16 

 
Additionally, we processed images using VGG16, one of the most commonly used convolutional neural 
networks of computer vision, characterized by its high number of convolutional layers and its very high 
accuracy in object classification (16). Here, each input image is processed by a stack of 13 convolutional 
layers, with stride and spatial padding of one pixel and a receptive field of 3×3 pixels. The number of 
features per convolutional layer gradually increases from early to late-layers ([64, 128, 256, 512]). 
Convolutional layers are interleaved with five max-pooling layers that carry out spatial pooling (16). The 
stack of convolutional layers is followed by three fully connected layers and one soft-max layer. We 
used VGG16 as implemented in TensorFlow, pre-trained on the image-net dataset (33, 34). For each 
image that participants encoded during the experiment, we extracted predicted activation (heat) maps 
for max-pooling layers 1-5 (corresponding to layers 3, 6, 10, 14, & 18) for further analysis of within-
subject coupling between image features and spiking variability (see below). 

 
Extraction of image features from model layer activation maps 

 
We estimated the image features by extracting three layer- and image-wise feature metrics: the spatial 
sum, spatial standard deviation (SD), of C1 & C2 layers (HMAX) and max-pooling layer 1-5 (VGG16) 
as well as the number of zero elements (“pixels”) for VGG16 max-pooling layer 1-5. This was done to 
arrive at a comprehensive approximation of image features that incorporates overall saliency (spatial 
sum), the distribution of salient and non-salient image locations (spatial SD), and the sparsity of saliency 
maps (number of non-zero entries). Additionally, note that the spatial sum and SD were only computed 
across non-zero map entries. As the number of features varies across the layers of HMAX and VGG16 
models, we extracted the first principal component for each feature metric and layer using layer-wise 
PCAs across all images. Thus, each image participants saw at encoding was represented by three 
principal component scores for each model layer of interest, one each capturing the layer-wise spatial 
sum, standard deviation, and number of non-zero entries. These scores subsequently served as input 
for individual PLS models to estimate the coupling between image features and spiking variability (see 
below). 
 
Estimation of spiking variability (permutation entropy) 
 
For each single unit and trial during the encoding phase of the memory task, we extracted the first 
1000ms after stimulus onset in non-overlapping bins of 10ms length and extracted the bin-wise spike 
counts. Based on the resulting spike trains, we then calculated permutation entropy (PE) for each 
neuron and trial (35) to measure the temporal variability of neuronal responses during encoding. Note 
that permutation entropy is tailored for analyses of this kind as it does not come with distributional 
assumptions and has been designed with physiological data in mind. We applied PE instead of more 
commonly used estimates of time series variability (e.g., standard deviation, Fano factor) due to the 
special distributional properties of single-trial spiking data that often violate normality assumptions (due 
e.g., to extreme sparsity).  
 
To calculate permutation entropy, a timeseries is first partitioned in overlapping sections of length 𝑚 
(17). The data in each section is then transformed into ordinal rankings, so that every section is 
represented by a unique pattern. For example, the sequence (2,11,14) corresponds to the pattern 
(0,1,2), whereas the sequence (15,19,1) maps to (1,2,0). Thereafter we can count the relative 
frequency p! of all patterns and compute PE as: 
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PE" = −'p!
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log&p! 

 
where m corresponds to the length of sections and 𝑚! describes the number of possible patterns. We 
computed PE for three different motif lengths ([2,3,4]). Neuron- and trial-wise 𝑃𝐸 estimates of all three 
motif lengths were used within individual partial least squares (PLS) models to estimate the individual 
coupling of image features to spike entropy (see below). 
 
Estimating the within-person coupling of image features and spiking entropy 
 
To quantify the individual multivariate relation between spiking entropy and image features of the 
presented images, we employed a behavioral partial least squares (PLS) analysis for each subject (18, 
36). 
 
Here, PLS first calculated the rank correlation matrix (Rho) between the trial-wise estimates of stimulus 
features (e.g., C2sum, C2SD, VGGsum, VGGSD, VGGnz for layers 3-5) and the trial-wise 𝑃𝐸 estimates of 
each recorded neuron, within-person (Fig 1A). All neurons included had PE > .0001 and all trials 
included contained at least a third of neurons spiking at least once (different cut-offs left results 
qualitatively unchanged). The Rho matrix was subsequently decomposed using singular value 
decomposition (SVD), generating a matrix of left singular vectors of image feature weights (U), a matrix 
of right singular vectors of neuron weights (V), and a diagonal matrix of singular values (S). 
 

SVD'() = USV′ 
 
The application of these weights yields orthogonal latent variables (LVs) which embody the maximal 
relation between feature content of the input and neural spiking entropy. The latent correlation of each 
LV is calculated by first applying neural weights to neuron-wise PE data and stimulus feature weights 
to the matrix of stimulus feature metrics, respectively, before correlating the resulting latent scores (Fig 
1D). Bootstrapping with replacement was used to estimate confidence intervals of observed latent 
correlations (1000 bootstraps). Importantly, given the variable and small number of trials and neurons 
across individuals, non-parametric Spearman correlations were used within PLS and throughout all 
other analyses.  
 
To test the differential coupling of spike PE to various image features at different levels of image feature 
aggregation, we obtained individual coupling estimates for “early-layers” of computational vision models 
(C1sum and C1SD from HMAX; VGGsum, VGGSD, and VGGnz for layers 1–3), “late-layers” (C2sum and C2SD 
from HMAX; VGGsum, VGGSD, and VGGnz for layers 3–5), and all layers (C1&C2sum and C1&C2SD from 
HMAX; VGGsum, VGGSD, and VGGnz for layers 1–5). This split of layers was performed to keep the 
number of features within each latent model constant while at the same time separately estimating the 
coupling of spike variability to early layer, late layer and all image features. To quantify whether spike 
PE captures unique, behaviourally relevant aspects image feature coupling compared to what may be 
captured by spike rate, we also ran the same PLS models, but replacing spike PE with trial-wise spike 
rates. Additionally, to explore the topological specificity of memory-relevant spike-feature coupling, we 
computed separate PLS models for neurons recorded in hippocampus and amygdala, respectively.  
 
Statistical analyses 
 
We compared the individual strength of spike PE coupling to early and late-layers via a Wilcoxon signed 
rank test on the absolute latent correlations derived from PLS models based on early and late-layers, 
respectively.  
 
We then used linear models to regress the performance score (see above) onto individual latent 
estimates of coupling between spike entropy and image feature metrics (all in rank space). First, we 
ran zero-order models based on the spike PE coupling estimates of early, late, and all layer PLS models, 
respectively. Next, we tested the unique explanatory power of late-layer coupling by separately 
controlling for early and all layer coupling estimates (and vice versa; see Fig 3). To additionally contrast 
the behavioural relevance of spike PE coupling with more established metrics of single cell activity, we 
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controlled effects of late-layer spike PE coupling for late-layer spike rate coupling. Finally, we controlled 
effects of late-layer hippocampal spike PE coupling for a set of inter-individual control variables (number 
of trials, number of neurons used within analysis, task variant, encoding duration, age). For each model 
we computed estimates of partial eta, marking the unique portion of variance in performance explained 
by the relation modulation of hippocampal spike PE.  
 
To probe the topological specificity of our findings, we modelled performance as a function of amygdala 
spike PE coupling for late-layers and additionally controlled the effects of late-layer hippocampus 
coupling for amygdala effects.  
 
All statistical analyses, PE and HMAX estimation were run in MATLAB 2020a, VGG16 was run in python 
3.0. 
 
Data and code availability 

Analysed data have been published previously and can be downloaded 
(https://europepmc.org/article/pmc/pmc5810422). Code to reproduce all main results will be made 
accessible on Github upon publication. 
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Figure S1. Layer-wise average activation maps of two example images illustrating 
differences in feature metrics. Both rows show average activation maps from all VGG16 max 
pooling layers (corresponding to layers 3, 6, 10, 14, & 18). The upper row contains maps of an 
image that comes with a relatively low spatial sum (across pixels per layer and feature) but a 
high SD, tracing back to the uneven distribution of salient spots across space (grass vs. house). 
The lower row contains maps of an image with relatively high sum but low SD (salient spots 
distributed relatively evenly). 

Figure S2. Participant-, 
layer- and model wise 
patterns of absolute 
stimulus weights. Absolute 
weights capture the relative 
importance of stimulus 
features for the observed 
latent correlation. (a) absolute 
weights for early (left) and late 
(right) layer models, grouped 
for Computational vision 
models (HMAX vs VGG16) 
and feature metrics (Sum, 
SD, number of non-zero 
entries NumZ). Dots 
represent absolute weights 
from individual PLS models, 
large non-transparent dots 
capture grand averages and 
are connected by black lines. 
(b) As in panel a, but for 
models based on amygdala 
neurons. Here, later layers 
seem to be given lower 
weights as compared to 
earlier layers. 
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Figure S3. Descriptive plots of inter-individual variables and their link to 
spike-image coupling. (a) Scatter plots of all relevant behavioural variables, 
displaying across-participant averages (horizontal black line; each dot represents 
one participant). (b) Zero-order relationships between individual hippocampal spike 
PE to image feature coupling and behavioural metrics. Vertical lines depict 
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Memory accuracy and dprime are 
positively linked to all coupling estimates, but only late and all layer coupling 
estimates are linked significantly. Confidence is linked positively to coupling 
estimates from early, late, and all layer models. Similarly, confidence-weighted 
accuracy is positively correlated with all layer-wise coupling estimates, strongest 
for coupling to late layers. Response criterion is not significantly linked to any of the 
three coupling metrics.  
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